
Retouching Lesson #2 Outline - Putting it all Together – Ripped Restoration 

 
1. Open Adobe Photoshop 

2. Open the file called Ripped Sailor.jpg it can be found on your desktop in the 

folder labeled Lesson Examples. 

3. Go to File  - Save As to your personal folder as NAME_ Sailor.jpg 

4. Using the Lasso tool without feather, roughly select the first piece. 

5. Select the Magnetic Lasso tool or the Polygonal Lasso and select each piece of the 

photograph. Don’t remove the ripped paper edges from the selection’ they may 

contain valuable image details. 

6. When you have selected a piece, cut it by hitting command+X and paste it with 

command+V. Then label the layers with 1, 2, 3 or A, B, C etc. 

7. You can make new layers only out of selections with pixel image information so 

always select the Background layer then repeat steps 5 tand 6 for each ripped 

piece of the image. 

8. When you have all the pieces on their own layers, the next step is to straighten 

them out. Select View – Show - Grid to use the grid and guides as a visual aid for 

alignment. (If the grid doesn’t appear, make sure that View  - Extras is checked.) 

Use Edit – Free transform to position and rotate each piece roughly into place. 

9. Because the Background layer is still intact, it could be confusing to see it while 

you are moving the individual pieces around. To block it from view but maintain 

the image data, turn off the background layer by clicking the eyeball next to it.  



10. With the move tool set to Auto Select Layer and Show Transform Controls, grab 

the lower-left corner piece and move it toward the large lower-right corner. These 

two pieces come together well, but the ripped edge of the right corner print is 

covering up good image information of the left corner.  

11. To control what is visible without actually removing it, use a layer mask on the 

piece of the image that is blocking good image information. In this case the ripped 

edge of the large right piece is covering image information of the left piece. 

12. Add a layer mask by going to the to the lower right corner layer and use a small, 

hard-edged black brush to paint over the ripped edge. It will look as though you 

are erasing, but you’re not. The black brush on the layer mask is concealing the 

image information, not deleting it. 

13. Continue moving pieces together and adding layer 

masks wherever the torn paper is blocking good image information. 

14. Once the pieces are together, create a Work In Progress  (WIP) layer at the top of 

the layer stack. DO this by choosing Select – All, Edit – Copy Merged, and Edit – 

Paste. 

15. Use the combination of cloning and healing to repair remaining cracks to build up 

image data.  

16. When you think you are finished done completing all these steps, see Mr. Soto to 

check your work.  

 

Continued on back….. 


